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Monday, February 17, 2014 401aBioptechs FCS3 perfusion chamber and kept at 37C during measurement.
Videos of cell optical thickness topography were generated and processed to
obtain relative optical volume. These results show dramatically increased rate
and strength of contractions with application of IPHC.
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dSTORM based super-resolution localization microscopy typically uses a thiol
reductant such as mercapto-ethyl amine (MEA) in conjunction with an enzy-
matic oxygen scavenging system such as glucose oxidase & catalase in an
aqueous buffer. The use of an aqueous buffer, however, is non-optimal when
trying to perform tissue imaging with high NA objectives due to the consider-
able refractive index mismatch. In previous works we have used a modified
buffer solution with a glycerol concentration of 80-90%, which gives satisfac-
tory blinking behavior and allows better index matching. Unsurprisingly,
enzymatic scavengers do not function in this high glycerol mountant, although
media oxygen concentration is nonetheless substantially reduced. This reduc-
tion in oxygen concentration occurs through a reaction of the thiol with dis-
solved oxygen and comes at the cost of a reduced and highly variable end
thiol concentration and a substantial change in solution pH.
To have the thiol acting as both the blinking agent, and the principal oxygen
scavenger is obviously a somewhat undesirable situation. This led us to exper-
iment with sodium sulphite, a chemical which is commonly used as a preserva-
tive, as an oxygen scavenger in industrial processes, and in making ‘zero
oxygen’ calibration solutions for dissolved oxygen sensors. When added to
an MEA and glycerol containing switching buffer, sodium sulphite improves
entry to the dark state, resulting in lower background levels and improved sin-
gle molecule contrast. In contrast to the use of either the glucose oxidase or
thiol mediated oxygen scavenging systems, the reaction of sodium sulphite
with dissolved oxygen does not significantly change solution pH.
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Aptamers are small RNA oligos that can tightly bind to specific molecular tar-
gets they were selected against. RNA aptamers can have high binding affinities,
be of a relatively small size, and are easy and inexpensive to produce in the lab-
oratory, making them an interesting and potentially very powerful substitute for
conventional antibody labeling. Furthermore, they can be designed and assem-
bled in a modular way making it possible to, for example, increase brightness
by adding multiple fluorophores, or create libraries for flexible multi-color im-
aging or be used for bar-coding applications. As there are currently a multitude
of available cell lines with GFP tagged proteins of interest, we have initially
focused on a GFP-binding aptamer (AP3) that tightly binds GFP (~4nM Kd)
and used it as a strategy to target any GFP-labeled protein for super-
resolution imaging. To carry out STORM imaging in GFP expressing cells,
we covalently labeled our GFP aptamer with Alexa-647. The dye labeled ap-
tamer enables us to do super-resolution imaging on any cell line that has
GFP-tagged proteins of interest. We validated this new method by STORM im-
aging on cells expressing GFP tagged membrane proteins.
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Protein protected fluorescent metal nanoclusters are attracting great deal of
attention from fluorescence community. This work explores photo-physics,
fluorescence polarization properties; resonance energy transfer (RET) probes,
and cellular imaging applications of novel fluorescent probe bovine serum
albumin protected gold (BSA Au) nanoclusters. Important findings were
long fluorescence lifetime (> 1ms) and polarized fluorescence emission stud-ied in solvents of different viscosity. The BSA Au cluster, due to long life-
time and high polarization, can potentially be used in developing
fluorescence polarization immunoassays. Moreover, we describe an approach
by developing RET of BSA Au clusters with the near infra-red (NIR) dye
Dylight 750 (Dy750), where BSA Au cluster act as a donor to Dy750,
showing 46% energy transfer efficiency to the NIR dye Dy750 with long
lifetime component in acceptor decay through RET. Such RET probe with
narrow emission spectrum and long lifetime component can be explored in
microscopy imaging applications. Furthermore, we describe the use of these
long lived BSA Au clusters in cellular and tissue imaging applications. We
have shown using multiple pulse excitation (MPE) scheme that one can in-
crease the intensity of long lived BSA Au cluster in cells without increasing
the short lived auto-fluorescence background thereby increasing signal to
background ratio at least by 15 times. Moreover, by applying time gated
detection strategy to MPE imaging experiment we increased the signal to
noise ratio to 30, a dramatic improvement in contrast for low fluorescence
quantum yield dye. In summary, BSA Au clusters can be used as a fluores-
cent cellular stain advancing the bioimaging technology via their long fluo-
rescence lifetime.
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Phenomena in biological systems are inherently multi-scale in both time and
space, from the behavior of a single enzyme to long range interactions between
cells. The traditional approach to investigate these systems is imaging, which is
an attempt to evaluate each voxel in a sample at a set time interval indiscrimin-
ately for all voxels. Here we demonstrate a 3D multi-resolution microscope,
which rather than sampling uniformly and unselectively, is capable of collecting
high-precision information local to a nano-
scale probe (~10 nm, ~10 msec) and comple-
ment it with lower-resolution information for
the slowly varying larger-scale cellular envi-
ronment (10s of microns). High precision
data is collected from freely diffusing nano-
scale probes by using a target-locking micro-
scope which ‘‘locks’’ the probe of interest in
the focus of the objective lens, while the
cellular contour is concurrently evaluated
by two-photon laser scanning microscopy
(2P-LSM). We apply this multi-scale method
to the unexplored early stages of cellular
uptake. We observe unexpected long range
dynamics associated with the approach and
landing of 100 nm HIV1-Tat coated nano-
particles on the cell surface, as well as the
correlation of dynamics ‘‘hot-spots’’ with
sub-diffraction membrane structures.2025-Pos Board B755
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Radiotracers play an important role in interrogating molecular processes both
in vitro and in vivo. However, current methods, such as PET, autoradiography,
and scintillation counting are limited to measuring average radiotracer uptake
in large cell populations and, as a result, lack the ability to quantify cell-to-cell
variations. To overcome this limitation, we apply a new technique, termed ra-
dioluminescence microscopy, to visualize radiotracer uptake in single living
cells, in a standard fluorescence microscopy environment [Pratx et al. PLoS
One 2013].
Live cells are cultured sparsely on a thin scintillator plate and incubated with a
radiotracer. Radioluminescence microscopy utilizes the scintillator plate,
which is in contact with the cells of interest, to convert ionizing radiation
from emitted beta particles into visible-range photons detectable in a sensitive
microscope. The optical scintillation signal can be measured with an EM-CCD
with a high resolution and enables the detection minute concentrations of radio-
tracers. The transparency of the plate in the visible range allows for conven-
tional fluorescence and brightfield microscopy, which provides a rich
environment to characterize the biological status of a population of living cells.
Radioluminescence microscopy revealed strong heterogeneity in the uptake of
